Investing Beyond the Traditional

Active, discretionary
management using
sophisticated strategies to
help offset risk and enhance
returns in your investment
portfolio

We provide sophisticated, actively managed investment solutions to all
our clients, regardless of their portfolio size.
As a licenced Portfolio Manager, we work with our financial advisor partners to deliver an exclusive
High-Net-Worth Service that is typically reserved for investors with over one million dollars in assets.

Why has your financial advisor chosen the Croft Financial Group as their
investment management partner?
At Croft, we manage risk first and enhance
returns

second,

which

helps

you

remain

comfortable during challenging market conditions.
We do this because we understand that capital
preservation is the key to successful investing.

Our service provides investors with
the following benefits:
•

Every Investor continues to deal directly with
their trusted Advisor while receiving all the

benefits associated with a High-Net-Worth
Platform
•

Direct access to a Portfolio Manager and a
Financial Advisor

•

Sophisticated portfolio management
strategies which include the use of options to
help manage risk and enhance returns

•

Long term historical track record

•

Straightforward and competitive fees
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OUR INVESTMENT METHODOLOGY
Our methodology combines a low-cost, tax efficient approach with on-going active management for
accounts of all sizes. We specialize in the utilization of sophisticated option strategies not accessible

to most investors. This helps us mitigate your risk and maximize your returns in uncertain market
conditions.

Why We Manage Risk First and Enhance Returns Second
GAINS AND LOSSES ARE NOT EQUAL, EMOTIONALLY OR MATHEMATICALLY

Capital preservation is the key to successful investing. Gains and Losses are not equal mathematically.
If your portfolio value decreases by 50% during a market downturn, it will need a return of 100% to
breakeven.

An Individuals time horizon may change
Most investors plan for the long term but life happens,
people can become sick, or disabled and may need their
money far sooner than they originally expected.
By focusing on managing the risk first, our goal is to
protect and preserve your investments so that the
money is there when you need it.
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WHY WORK WITH A DISCRETIONARY PORTFOLIO MANAGER?
Stock markets go through cycles that
have

different

psychological

A Buy and Hold Investor’s Emotions

and

emotional effects on investors. At
market

tops investors

often

feel

comfortable holding their positions,
believing that the trend will remain in
place indefinitely. They feel a sense of

euphoria as they are lulled into

believing they are experts at stock
picking. They become complacent and
often dismiss the warning signals.
As stocks begin to sell, they tend to
hold on rather than taking their profits
or realizing a small loss. Despite their
anxiety, they convince themselves that
they are invested in good companies,
which will eventually recover and

A Croft Investor’s Emotions

continue higher. As anxiety turns to
panic,

anger

and

sometimes

depression, they reach a breaking
point, often selling at the worst time to
relieve

their

emotional

and

psychological stress.
A buy and hold strategy can take a
psychological toll on an investor. By
outperforming during market

declines, Croft Group clients benefit
financially and emotionally.
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HOW WE EXECUTE OUR INVESTMENT METHODOLOGY
All investment decisions are made by the Investment Committee
No one person, regardless of how qualified, makes investment decisions at Croft Financial. The
Investment Review Committee (IRC) is responsible for all investment decisions. While one Portfolio
Manager is responsible for the research, each strategy overlay and security that is added or deleted
from a portfolio must be vetted by the IRC.

Why the committee?
MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES

INFORMATION GATHERING

CONTINUITY

When an investment idea is

This rigorous vetting process

If one or more Portfolio

presented to the IRC, the

helps in making a more

Managers are absent, the

ask more questions or offer

decision as new information

to ensure the process

committee has a chance to
additional insights that the
primary analyst might not

informed/higher quality
is considered.

committee is always present
continues.

have considered.

OUR INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT PROCESS
We start with learning about your needs,
lifestyle, family, goals and objectives as well as
your current financial circumstances by working
closely with your advisor.
We then build a portfolio that is designed to
meet your objectives within your risk tolerance.
We then put the plan into action.
Helping you achieve your goals requires
vigilance and flexibility. We manage investment
portfolios actively, working closely with the you
and your advisor to adjust as your life and
priorities evolve and the markets change.
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WE INVEST WITH A MARKET CYCLE MINDSET
We believe that knowing where we
are within the current market cycle is
one of the greatest predictors, or
influencers of what the market is likely

to do in the future. At Croft, we look
for

market

extremes,

as

this

knowledge can help us increase or
decrease

our

aggressiveness

or

defensiveness in a timely fashion.
With that in mind, it’s not about
predicting the future but rather
stacking the odds in our favour. It’s
about having a plan. It’s about increasing the probabilities of our investment decisions being right.
It’s about positioning client portfolios correctly to take advantage of stock market volatility.

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES CHANGE BASED ON OUR MARKET CYCLE ANALYSIS
Defensive - taking profits, raising
cash, adding hedges and building
bearish positions on overvalued
companies.

Researching, analyzing,
adjusting hedges.

Offensive – building bullish
positions on undervalued

Putting more cash to work,

companies.

increasing positions.
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Croft is different because we tactically manage risk
We believe clients prefer lower volatility portfolios,
therefore we:
•

Actively manage our portfolios

•

Use strategies that are typically not available through mainstream
investment management solutions

The strategies that Croft implements typically only available to
high-net-worth investors:
•

We consider cash as a position

•

We implement hedging strategies using options

•

We implement defensive strategies using options

•

We implement defensive security selection techniques

We react quickly to changing market conditions and seize opportunities when presented
using strategies most managers don't have the expertise or experience to use.
We are disciplined and our investment process is designed to evolve with the market. Our
Investment Review Committee meets several times per week and takes multiple perspectives
into consideration. This team approach ensures management decisions are well thought out
and vetted through an ongoing, consistent process.

You need a Portfolio Management
Team that uses all the tools
available to help manage risk and
meet your objectives.
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WE HAVE A FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR CLIENTS
Our Portfolio Managers have a fiduciary duty to act with care, honesty and good faith, always in the
best interest of our clients.

What does it mean to be a FIDUCIARY?
It means we have we have a legal obligation to do what’s in
the

client’s

best

interest.

This

means

that

our

investment decisions must always be independent and
free of bias. We believe that this responsibility &

independence is the most important ingredient in our
investment management process.

How does being a Fiduciary make us different from
other financial professionals?
Many Financial Advisors in Canada do not have a fiduciary
responsibility to their clients. This means that they do not
have the legal obligation to act in their client’s best interest.

Our professional qualifications

Our Team of qualified Portfolio Managers have been carefully
constructed so that each individual’s skillset compliments
those of other members of the team. All hold reputable and
applicable credentials. Some of the designations held include:
•

Chartered Financial Analyst Designation (CFA)

•

Chartered Investment Manager Designation (CIM)

•

Derivatives Market Specialist (DMS)

•

Certified Financial Planner (CFP)

Our industry experience

Our Portfolio Managers have on average over 20 years of
investment management experience.
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DISCRETIONARY TRADING

Unlike many advisors, the regulators allow Croft Financial Group Portfolio Managers to use
discretionary trading due to the combination of qualifications and experience.
•

Discretionary trading is when a Portfolio Manager can buy and sell investments in a client account
without obtaining their specific consent. By not having to get client authorization prior to every
trade the Portfolio Manager can manage risk and take advantage of opportunities for all clients
without delay.

•

This ensures all investor are treated fairly as all clients receive the same execution price
regardless of their account size. This is referred to as bulk trading.

We can act when it counts and to the benefit of all our investors
Advisors who do not have the ability to act with discretion and trade in bulk have an inherent conflict
of interest. If a non-discretionary advisor wants to sell a specific investment, they are required to
contact each client prior to making the trade. This means that each client may receive significantly
different trade execution prices. This conflict arises when the decision is made for which client the
advisor contacts first. If the investment is declining in value, those clients which were contacted first
will receive a better price than those who trade later.

THE POWER OF THE PARTNERSHIP
The Advisor and the Portfolio Manager provide
complementary skills:
•

The Advisor provides wealth management advice
(Financial Planning, Estate Planning, Tax and
Insurance)

•

The Portfolio Manager provides the Investment
Management advice

•

Together we provide a comprehensive wealth
management solution
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INVESTMENT ACCOUNT CUSTODIAN

National Bank Independent Network (NBIN) is the custodian of your Croft managed investment
accounts. Committed to independent firms for more than 25 years, National Bank Independent
Network is one of Canada’s leading providers of custodial, trading, clearing, settlement and record
keeping services to independent registered portfolio managers, introducing brokers and investment
fund managers. National Bank Independent Network proudly serves over 400 firms from coast to
coast and is backed by the strength of National Bank of Canada (NBC). National Bank Independent
Network is a division of National Bank Financial Inc. (NBF Inc.), which is an indirect, wholly owned
subsidiary of NBC, a public company listed on Canadian stock exchanges (TSX: NA). National Bank
Independent Network is also a registered trademark of NBC used under license by NBF Inc. NBF Inc. is
a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund (CIPF) as well as the Investment Industry
Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC), which is the national self-regulatory organization that
oversees all investment dealers and trading activity on debt and equity marketplaces in Canada.

R N Croft Financial Group
Our Mission is to deliver superior investment advice and discretionary portfolio management
expertise with outstanding service, holding all Portfolio Managers and partners on the Croft
Platform to the highest standard.
Thank you for considering the Croft Financial Group as your licensed Portfolio Manager. We look
forward to working closely with your advisor in meeting and exceeding your investment goals.
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